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COURSES THAT REQUIRE BOTH MICRO (EC1010/11A) AND MACRO (EC1010/11B)

Ec 980  All junior seminars
[Ec 1393]  Poverty and Development
[Ec 1450r]  Religion and Political Economy
Ec 1490 F  Growth and Crisis in the World Economy
[Ec 1531]  Economics of International Financial Policy

COURSES THAT REQUIRE MICROECONOMICS (EITHER EC 1010A OR EC 1011A)

[Ec 1018]  Cultural Economics
[Ec 1051]  Introduction to Game Theory
[Ec 1052]  Game Theory and Economic Applications
[Ec 1056]  Market Design [1011a req]
[Ec 1059]  Decision Theory
[Ec 1060]  Firms, Contracts, Financial Structure
[Ec 1080]  Great Theorems of Microeconomic Theory
[Ec 1342]  The History of Economic Growth
[Ec 1356]  Economics of Work and Family
Ec 1389 S  Economics of Global Health
Ec 1410 F  Public Economics: Designing Government Policy
Ec 1415 F  Analytic Frameworks for Policy [1011a req]
Ec 1420 F  American Economic Policy
[Ec 1425]  Political Economics
Ec 1460 F  Economics of Health Care Policy
Ec 1535 F  International Trade and Investment
[Ec 1540]  Topics in International Trade
[Ec 1542]  International Trade Policy
[Ec 1620]  Industry Structure, Strategy, and Public Policy
Ec 1640 S  Industrial Organization: Theory and Applications
[Ec 1642]  Advanced Industrial Organization
[Ec 1687]  Advanced Economics of the Environment, Natural Resources, and Climate Change
Ec 1723 F  Capital Markets
[Ec 1730]  Crony Capitalism
Ec 1745 S  Corporate Finance
Ec 1759 S  The Financial System and the Central Bank
[Ec 1760]  Behavioral Finance
[S-1749]  Corporate Finance

COURSES THAT REQUIRE MACROECONOMICS (EITHER EC 1010B OR EC 1011B)

[Ec 1430]  Macroeconomics and Politics
[Ec 1435]  Macroeconomic Policy in the Global Economy
[Ec 1530]  International Monetary Economics
Ec 1544 S  Foundations of International Macroeconomic Policy
Ec 1545 F  International Financial and Macroeconomic Policy
Ec 1936 F  Keynes

Note: Most graduate courses will satisfy the intermediate theory as prerequisite requirement.